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General Medical Semiology Guide, Part One is the first part of a two volume set that provides a comprehensive understanding of
medical semiology. Highly illustrated with many original images from the author’s daily medical practice, the book highlights all
signs of diseases and important semiological maneuvers. Each chapter contains a specific questionnaire of important questions
that should be asked of patients in different situations to obtain valuable information that will assist in both medical thinking and in
the formulation of diagnoses. This volume covers the face, eyes, thyroid gland, skin, mucoses, and more. Offers comprehensive
coverage of medical semiology for proper patient diagnosis Contains original, real-world clinical cases from medical practice
Provides visual and diagnostic aides that present rare, special situations and difficult to find diseases Cover topics on how to
examine the face, the eyes, thyroid gland, the skin, mucoses, and more
The rise of digital health technologies is, for some, a panacea to many of the medical and public health challenges we face today.
This is the first book to articulate a critical response to the techno-utopian and entrepreneurial vision of the digital health
phenomenon. Deborah Lupton, internationally renowned for her scholarship on the sociocultural and political aspects of medicine
and health as well as digital technologies, addresses a range of compelling issues about the interests digital health represents,
and its unintended effects on patients, doctors and how we conceive of public health and healthcare delivery. Bringing together
social and cultural theory with empirical research, the book challenges apolitical approaches to examine the impact new
technologies have on social justice, and the implication for social and economic inequalities. Lupton considers how self-tracking
devices change the patient-doctor relationship, and how the digitisation and gamification of healthcare through apps and other
software affects the way we perceive and respond to our bodies. She asks which commercial interests enable different groups to
communicate more widely, and how the personal data generated from digital encounters are exploited. Considering the lived
experience of digital health technologies, including their emotional and sensory dimensions, the book also assesses their broader
impact on medical and public health knowledges, power relations and work practices. Relevant to students and researchers
interested in medicine and public health across sociology, psychology, anthropology, new media and cultural studies, as well as
policy makers and professionals in the field, this is a timely contribution on an important issue.
Emerging challenges related to socio-demographics and economics require new approaches for academics, politicians, hospital
management, clinical staff, public institutions, and firms doing business in the healthcare industries. This book provides valuable
insights for understanding modern and complex healthcare market configurations in Europe. Taking a unique cross-country
perspective the authors figure out critical success factors for relevant stakeholders. Mario Glowik is Professor of International
Strategic Management at the Berlin School of Economics and Law. He holds a Doctorate in Business Administration from the
Freie Universität Berlin in Germany and gained his habilitation (post-doctoral qualification) at the Vienna University of Economics
and Business, Austria. Slawomir Smyczek is Marketing Professor at the University of Economics in Katowice (Poland), where he
earned his Ph.D. In 2010, the Polish Prime Minister awarded his habilitation thesis as the best in the field of economics in the
entire country.
Medical Semiology Guide of the Respiratory System provides a comprehensive understanding of medical semiology to facilitate
the learning process and stimulate medical thinking in respiratory medicine. Highly illustrated, with many original images from the
author’s daily medical practice, the book highlights all signs of diseases and important semiological maneuvers. Each chapter
incorporates a specific questionnaire with important questions that need to be addressed in different situations to obtain valuable
information to help in medical thinking and in the formulation of a diagnosis. Contains comprehensive coverage of respiratory
semiology for proper patient diagnosis Includes original, real-world clinical cases from medical practice to help in the development
and formation of medical clinical thinking Contains visual and diagnostic aides in the form of original images that present rare,
special situation and difficult to find diseases
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Data Integration in the Life Sciences, DILS
2014, held in Lisbon, Portugal, in July 2014. The 9 revised full papers and the 5 short papers included in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 20 submissions. The papers cover a range of important topics such as data integration platforms and
applications; biodiversity data management; ontologies and visualization; linked data and query processing.
Obesity is a global public health problem of crucial importance. Obesity rates remain high in high-income countries and are rapidly
increasing in low- and middle- income countries. Concurrently, the global consumption of unhealthy products, such as soft drinks
and processed foods, continues to rise. The ongoing expansion of multinational food and beverage companies, or ‘Big Food’, is a
key factor behind these trends. This collection provides critical insight into the global expansion of ‘Big Food’, including its
incursion into low-and-middle income countries. It examines the changing dynamics of the global food supply, and discusses how
low-income countries can alter the ‘Big Food’-diet from the bottom-up. It examines a number of issues related to ‘Big Food’
marketing strategies, including the way in which they advertise to youths and the rural poor. These issues are discussed in terms
of their public health implications, and their relation to public health activities, for example ‘soda taxes’, and the promotion of
nutritionally-healthier products. This book was originally published as a special issue of Critical Public Health.
Food safety has fast become one of the nation’s top issues. Three thousand people die each year in the U.S. from foodborne
illnesses. Another 48 million are sickened annually and our government fails to protect us. Many foods and additives that we eat
every day have been banned for years in other countries. Our government food safety agencies move in reverse--cutting back on
inspections, allowing food producers to inspect themselves, and permitting the vast majority of potentially adulterated foods to
enter this country without benefit of any testing or inspection. How, in a country so advanced in most areas, could we have
descended to this alarming state of food safety? One answer: Budget cuts and bureaucrats. Eat, Drink, and Be Wary examines the
multitude of dangers in food production, transportation, storing, and preparation that result in this shocking number of preventable
illnesses and deaths. It takes a broad and detailed look, in all food groups, at the problems and potential solutions in food safety
practices, inspections, and enforcements. This book answers the questions and concerns of millions of Americans who have
reached new levels of serious doubts about the safety of our food. Charles Duncan points readers to the dangers to look for in deli
foods, raw milk, seafood, poultry, eggs, beef, and others. For consumers who care about the food they eat, this book details the
dangers, offers direction for choosing safe foods, and provides a critique of our current system that suggests ways it can be fixed,
or at least improved.
The book was prepared by the academics and doctoral students of the Faculty of International Business and Economics of the
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Pozna? University of Economics and Business to celebrate the 90th anniversary of the University and the 10th anniversary of the
Faculty itself. The subject of this Volume reflects the variety of issues that are researched by academics from all departments of
the Faculty. The rationale for publishing this Volume was to signal current work and research progress in the area of international
economics, business and management. As the title of the Volume suggests, we need to anticipate changes and implement a new
approach to face the challenges in the world economy for it is transforming in an unprecedented way now, at a fast pace, and the
global economic map is constantly redrawing. Papers published in this Volume are written by individual authors and workgroups.
They are results of research conducted in departments and have been assigned to eight chapters discussing crucial aspects of the
world economy. The deliberations are held on a micro- and macroeconomic level in both theoretical and empirical terms. We hope
that the contents of individual papers will inspire both readers and authors themselves to make further studies, to carry out followup research, to network with one another in order to find answers to the most important problems of the world economy and
international business.

Medical Semiology of the Digestive System, Part II provides a comprehensive understanding of medical semiology in the
digestive system. Highly illustrated with many original images from the author’s daily medical practice, the book
highlights all signs of diseases and important semiological maneuvers in the field. Each chapter incorporates a specific
questionnaire with important questions that should be asked to patients in different situations to obtain valuable
information that helps identify rare and unusual diseases. This unique feature of the book aims to facilitate the learning
process among medical students, while also acting as a quick reference guide for clinicians in practice. Contains
comprehensive coverage of medical semiology for proper patient diagnosis Presents original, real-world clinical cases
that are gleaned from 15 years of the author's medical practice Includes visual and diagnostic aides in the form of original
images that present rare, special situation and difficult to find diseases
Discusses the best methods of learning, describing how rereading and rote repetition are counterproductive and how
such techniques as self-testing, spaced retrieval, and finding additional layers of information in new material can enhance
learning.
This book presents the latest advances on the incorporation of sustainability in higher education. Different aspects such
as the environmental, economic and social are here discussed. Several examples illustrating how sustainability in higher
education is being pursued in different countries can be found in this book. Case studies include institutions from Kosovo,
Brazil, Portugal, UK, Canada and USA.
This book reflects on science education in the first 20 years of the 21st century in order to promote academic dialogue on
science education from various standpoints, and highlights emergent new issues, such as education in science education
research. It also defines new research agendas that should be “moved forward” and inform new trajectories through the
rest of the century. Featuring 21 thematically grouped chapters, it includes award-winning papers and other significant
papers that address the theme of the 2018 International Science Education Conference.
CNN host and best-selling author Fareed Zakaria argues for a renewed commitment to the world’s most valuable
educational tradition. The liberal arts are under attack. The governors of Florida, Texas, and North Carolina have all
pledged that they will not spend taxpayer money subsidizing the liberal arts, and they seem to have an unlikely ally in
President Obama. While at a General Electric plant in early 2014, Obama remarked, "I promise you, folks can make a lot
more, potentially, with skilled manufacturing or the trades than they might with an art history degree." These messages
are hitting home: majors like English and history, once very popular and highly respected, are in steep decline. "I get it,"
writes Fareed Zakaria, recalling the atmosphere in India where he grew up, which was even more obsessed with getting
a skills-based education. However, the CNN host and best-selling author explains why this widely held view is mistaken
and shortsighted. Zakaria eloquently expounds on the virtues of a liberal arts education—how to write clearly, how to
express yourself convincingly, and how to think analytically. He turns our leaders' vocational argument on its head.
American routine manufacturing jobs continue to get automated or outsourced, and specific vocational knowledge is
often outdated within a few years. Engineering is a great profession, but key value-added skills you will also need are
creativity, lateral thinking, design, communication, storytelling, and, more than anything, the ability to continually learn
and enjoy learning—precisely the gifts of a liberal education. Zakaria argues that technology is transforming education,
opening up access to the best courses and classes in a vast variety of subjects for millions around the world. We are at
the dawn of the greatest expansion of the idea of a liberal education in human history.
Medical Semiology Guide of the Digestive System provides a comprehensive understanding of medical semiology in the
digestive system. Highly illustrated with many original images from the author’s daily medical practice, the book
highlights all signs of diseases and important semiological maneuvers in the field. Each chapter incorporates a specific
questionnaire with important questions that should be asked to patients in different situations to obtain valuable
information that helps identify rare and unusual diseases. This unique feature of the book aims to facilitate the learning
process among medical students, while also acting as a quick reference guide for clinicians in practice. Contains
comprehensive coverage of medical semiology for proper patient diagnosis Presents original, real-world clinical cases
that are gleaned from 15 years of the author's medical practice Contains visual and diagnostic aides in the form of
original images that present rare, special situation and difficult to find diseases
Pandemic Influenza in FictionA Critical StudyMcFarland
Sustainability in agriculture and associated primary industries, which are both energy-intensive, is crucial for the
development of any country. Increasing scarcity and resulting high fossil fuel prices combined with the need to
significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions, make the improvement of energy efficient farming and increased use of
rene
This important volume covers ethics and integrity in health and life sciences research. It addresses concerns in gene
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editing, dual use and misuse of biotechnologies, big data and nutritional science in health and medicine, and covers
attempts at ensuring ethical practices in such fields are shared internationally.
This new Handbook presents an overview of cutting-edge research in the growing field of global health security. Over the
past decade, the study of global health and its interconnection with security has become a prominent and rapidly growing
field of research. Ongoing debates question whether health and security should be linked; which (if any) health issues
should be treated as security threats; what should be done to address health security threats; and the positive and
negative consequences of ‘securitizing’ health. In academic and policy terms, the health security field is a timely and
dynamic one and this handbook will be the first work comprehensively to address this agenda. Bringing together the
leading experts and commentators on health security issues from across the world, the volume comprises original and
cutting-edge essays addressing the key issues in the field and also highlighting currently neglected avenues for future
research. The book intends to provide an accessible yet sophisticated introduction to the key topics and debates and is
organised into four key parts: Health Securities: the fundamental conceptual issues, historical links between health and
security and the various ways of conceptualising health as a security issue Threats: those health issues which have been
most frequently discussed in security terms Responses: the wide range of contemporary security-driven responses to
health threats Controversies: the securitization of health, its impact on rights and justice and the potential distortion of the
global health agenda This book will be of great interest to students of global health security, public health, critical security
studies, and International Relations in general.
We have an uneasy relationship with the relentless deluge of information gushing out of academia and our media outlets.
To turn it off is escapist, but to attempt to cognitively grapple with it is overwhelming. In Unforgettable: Enabling Deep and
Durable Learning, a nationally recognized master teacher gives professors and their students the means to chart a clear
path through this information explosion. Humans crave explanatory patterns, and this book enables teachers to think
deeply about their academic disciplines to find and articulate their core explanatory principles and to engage their
students in a compelling way of thinking. An alternative title for this book could be Why the Best College Teachers Do
What They Do because the author articulates a compelling rationale that will equip faculty to create and deliver
transformative courses. Students in transformative courses grapple with essential questions and gain mental muscle that
equips them for real world challenges.
This handbook provides a comprehensive overview of the assessment and management of potentially dangerous
infectious diseases, quarantined pests, invasive (alien) species, living modified organisms and biological weapons, from
a multitude of perspectives. Issues of biosecurity have gained increasing attention over recent years but have often only
been addressed from narrow disciplines and with a lack of integration of theoretical and practical approaches. The
Routledge Handbook of Biosecurity and Invasive Species brings together both the natural sciences and the social
sciences for a fully rounded perspective on biosecurity, shedding light on current national and international management
frameworks with a mind to assessing possible future scenarios. With chapters focussing on a variety of ecosystems –
including forests, islands, marine and coastal and agricultural land – as well as from the industrial scale to individual
gardens, this handbook reviews the global state of invasions and vulnerabilities across a wide range of themes and
critically analyses key threats and threatening activities, such as trade, travel, land development and climate change.
Identifying invasive species and management techniques from a regional to international scale, this book will be a key
reference text for a wide range of students and academics in ecology, agriculture, geography, human and animal health
and interdisciplinary environmental and security studies.
Medical Semiology Guide of the Cardiovascular System and the Hematologic System provides a comprehensive
understanding of medical semiology in the cardiovascular and hematologic systems. Highly illustrated with many original
images from the author’s daily medical practice, the book highlights all signs of diseases and important semiological
maneuvers in the field. Each chapter incorporates a specific questionnaire with important questions that should be asked
to patients in different situations to obtain valuable information that helps identify rare and unusual diseases. This unique
feature of the book aims to facilitate the learning process among medical students, while also acting as a quick reference
for clinicians. Contains comprehensive coverage of medical semiology for proper patient diagnosis Presents original, realworld clinical cases that are gleaned from 15 years of the author's medical practice Contains visual and diagnostic aides
in the form of original images that present rare, special situation and difficult to find diseases
Biopharmaceuticals: Challenges and Opportunities This book highlights how the traditional microbial process technology
has been upgraded for the production of biologic drugs how manufacturing processes have evolved to meet the global
market demand with quality products under the guidelines of internally recognized regulatory bodies. It also carries
information on how, armed with a deeper understanding of life-threatening diseases, biopharmaceutical companies and
the life sciences industry have developed formal and informal partnerships with researchers in institutes, universities, and
other R&D organizations to fulfil timely, quality production with perfect safety and security. One of the most interesting
aspects of this book is the conceptual development of personalized medicine (or precision medicine) to provide the right
treatment to the right patient, at the right dose at an earlier stage of development, for genetic diseases. Besides this, it
also highlights the most challenging aspects of modern biopharmaceutical science, focusing on the hot topics such as
design and development of biologic drugs; the use of diversified groups of host cells belonging to animals, plants,
microbes, insects, and mammals; stem cell therapy and gene therapy; supply chain management of biopharmaceuticals;
and the future scope of biopharmaceutical industry development. This book is the latest resource for a wide circle of
scientists, students, and researchers involved in understanding and implementing the knowledge of biopharmaceuticals
to develop life-saving biologic drugs and to bring awareness to the development of personalized treatment that can
potentially offer patients a faster diagnosis, fewer side effects, and better outcomes. Features: Explains how the
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traditional cell culture methodology has been changed to a fully continuous or partially continuous process Explains how
to design and fabricate living organs of body by 3D bioprinting technology Focuses on how a biopharmaceutical company
deals with various problems of regulatory bodies and develops innovative biologic drugs Narrates in detail the updated
information on stem cell therapy and gene therapy Explains the development strategies and clinical significance of
biosimilars and biobetters Highlights the supply chain management of biopharmaceuticals
Medical Semiology Guide of the Renal System provides a comprehensive understanding of medical semiology in the
renal system. Highly illustrated with many original images from the author’s daily medical practice, the book highlights all
signs of diseases and important semiological maneuvers in the field. Each chapter incorporates a specific questionnaire
with important questions that should be asked to patients in different situations to obtain valuable information that helps
identify rare and unusual diseases. This unique feature of the book aims to facilitate the learning process among medical
students, while also acting as a quick reference guide for clinicians in practice. Contains comprehensive coverage of
medical semiology for proper patient diagnosis Presents original, real-world clinical cases that are gleaned from 15 years
of the author's medical practice Contains visual and diagnostic aides in the form of original images that present rare,
special situation and difficult to find diseases
This book explores the absent and missing in debates about science and security. Through varied case studies, including
biological and chemical weapons control, science journalism, nanotechnology research and neuroethics, the contributors
explore how matters become absent, ignored or forgotten and the implications for ethics, policy and society.The chapter
'Sensing Absence: How to See What Isn't There in the Study of Science and Security' is open access under a CC BY 4.0
license via link.springer.com.
Scholars and policymakers alike agree that innovation in the biosciences is key to future growth. The field continues to
shift and expand, and it is certainly changing the way people live their lives in a variety of ways. With a large share of
federal research dollars devoted to the biosciences, the field is just beginning to live up to its billing as a source of
innovation, economic productivity and growth. Vast untapped potential to imagine and innovate exists in the biosciences
given new tools now widely available. In The Biologist's Imagination, William Hoffman and Leo Furcht examine the
history of innovation in the biosciences, tracing technological innovation from the late eighteenth century to the present
and placing special emphasis on how and where technology evolves. Place is often key to innovation, from the early
industrial age to the rise of the biotechnology industry in the second half of the twentieth century. The book uses the
distinct history of bioinnovation to discuss current trends as they relate to medicine, agriculture, energy, industry,
ecosystems, and climate. Fast-moving research fields like genomics, synthetic biology, stem cell research, neuroscience,
bioautomation and bioprinting are accelerating these trends. Hoffman and Furcht argue that our system of bioscience
innovation is itself in need of innovation. It needs to adapt to the massive changes brought about by converging
technologies and the globalization of higher education, workforce skills, and entrepreneurship. The Biologist's
Imagination is both a review of past models for bioscience innovation and a forward-looking, original argument for what
future models should take into account.
The influenza pandemic of 1918–1919—the worst widespread outbreak in recorded history—claimed an estimated 100
million lives globally. Yet only in recent decades has it captured the attention of historians, scientists, and fiction writers.
This study surveys influenza research over the last century in original scientific and historical documents and establishes
a critical paradigm for the appreciation of influenza fiction. Through close readings of 15 imaginative works, the author
elucidates the contents of and the interaction between the medical and the fictional. Coverage extends from Pfeiffer’s
1892 bacillus theory, to the multidisciplinary effort to isolate the virus (1919–1933), to the reconstruction of the H1N1 viral
genome from archival and exhumed RNA (1995–2005), to the emergence of H5N1 and H7N9 avian viruses
(1997–2014).This book demonstrates that pandemic fiction has been more than a therapeutic medium for survivors. A
prodigious resource for the history of medicine, it is also a forum for ethical, social, legal, national defense and public
health issues.
Innovation is the translation of a new method, idea, or product into reality and profit. It is a process of connected steps
that accumulates into your brand or reputation. However, there can be many pitfalls and wrong turns on the road to
realizing this goal. Innovation, Commercialization, and Start-Ups in Life Sciences details the methodologies ne
How Singapore’s solutions to common problems can provide examples for other societies. Nearly everyone knows that
Singapore has one of the most efficient governments and competitive, advanced economies in the world. But can this
unique city–state of some 5.5 million residents also serve as a model for other advanced economies as well as for the
emerging world? Respected East Asia expert Kent Calder provides clear answers to this intriguing question in his new,
groundbreaking book that looks at how Singapore’s government has harnessed information technology, data, and a
focus on innovative, adaptive governance to become a model smart city, smart state. Calder describes Singapore as a
laboratory for solutions to problems experienced by urban societies around the world. In particular, he shows how
Singapore has dealt successfully with education, energy, environmental, housing, and transportation challenges; many of
its solutions can be adapted in a wide range of other societies. Calder also explains how Singapore offers lessons for
how countries can adapt their economies to the contemporary demands of global commerce. Singapore consistently
ranks at the top in world surveys measuring competitiveness, ease of doing business, protection of intellectual property,
and absence of corruption. The book offers concrete insights and a lucid appreciation of how Singapore's answers to
near-universal problems can have a much broader relevance, even in very different societies.
In September 2011, scientists announced new experimental findings that would not only threaten the conduct and
publication of influenza research, but would have significant policy and intelligence implications. The findings presented a
modified variant of the H5N1 avian influenza virus (hereafter referred to as the H5N1 virus) that was transmissible via
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aerosol between ferrets. These results suggested a worrisome possibility: the existence of a new airborne and highly
lethal H5N1 virus that could cause a deadly global pandemic. In response, a series of international discussions on the
nature of dual-use life science arose. These discussions addressed the complex social, technical, political, security, and
ethical issues related to dual-use research. This Research Topic will be devoted to contributions that explore this matrix
of issues from a variety of case study and international perspectives.
General Medical Semiology Guide, Part Two is the second volume in a two volume set that provides a comprehensive
understanding of medical semiology. Highly illustrated with many original images from the author’s daily medical
practice, the book highlights all signs of diseases and important semiological maneuvers. Each chapter contains a
specific questionnaire of important questions that should be asked of patients in different situations to obtain valuable
information that will assist in both medical thinking and in the formulation of diagnoses. Part Two covers topics on how to
examine primary and secondary skin lesions, hair changes, nails, lymph nodes, breasts, and more. Offers
comprehensive coverage of medical semiology for proper patient diagnosis Contains original, real-world clinical cases
from medical practice Provides visual and diagnostic aides that present rare, special situations and difficult to find
diseases Examines primary and secondary skin lesions, hair changes, nails, lymph nodes, breasts, and more
The United States embarked on bold polices to enhance its food and agricultural system during the last half of the 19th
century, investing first in the education of people and soon thereafter in research and discovery programs aimed at
acquiring new knowledge needed to address the complex challenges of feeding a growing and hungry nation. Those
policies, sustained over 125 years, have produced the most productive and efficient agricultural and food system in
history. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is the primary agency responsible for supporting innovations and
advances in food and agriculture. USDA funds are allocated to support research through several mechanisms, including
the Agriculture and Food Research Initiative (AFRI). In 2008, Congress replaced USDA's National Research Initiative
with AFRI, creating USDA's flagship competitive research grants program, and the 2008 Food, Conservation, and Energy
Act, known as the Farm Bill, outlined the structure of the new program. Spurring Innovation in Food and Agriculture
assesses the effectiveness of AFRI in meeting the goals laid out by Congress and its success in advancing innovations
and competitiveness in the U.S. food and agriculture system. Spurring Innovation in Food and Agriculture evaluates the
value, relevance, quality, fairness, and flexibility of AFRI. This report also considers funding policies and mechanisms
and identifies measures of the effectiveness and efficiency of AFRI's operation. The study examines AFRI's role in
advancing science in relation to other research and grant programs inside of USDA as well as how complementary it is to
other federal research and development programs. The findings and conclusions of this report will help AFRI improve its
functions and effectiveness in meeting its goals and outcomes.
When Deng Xiaoping introduced market reforms in the late 1970s, few would have imagined what the next four decades
would bring. China's GDP has grown on average nearly 10 percent annually since, and its economy is now the second
largest in the world. Forty years ago, the Flying Pigeon bicycle ruled the roads; today, China is the world's largest car
market. And if forty years ago you looked out across the Huangpu River from the Bund in Shanghai, you would have
seen farmland and a few warehouses and wharves; now you see the stunning, futuristic cityscape of Pudong. The
material progress of the past forty years has been staggering -- a source of pride for the Chinese people, as well as a
source of legitimacy for the ruling Chinese Communist Party. But that progress has come at great cost: the extreme
pollution of China's air, water, and soil has taken a stark toll on human health. In Environmental Pollution in China: What
Everyone Needs to Know®, Daniel K. Gardner examines the range of factors -- economic, social, political, and historical
-- contributing to the degradation of China's environment. He also covers the public response to the widespread pollution;
the measures the government is taking to clean up the environment; and the country's efforts to lessen its dependence
on fossil fuels and develop clean sources of energy. Concise, accessible, and authoritative, this book serves as an ideal
primer on one of the world's most challenging environmental crises.
Spurred on by new discoveries and rapid technological advances, the capacity for life science research is expanding
across the globe-and with it comes concerns about the unintended impacts of research on the physical and biological
environment, human well-being, or the deliberate misuse of knowledge, tools, and techniques to cause harm. This report
describes efforts to address dual use issues by developing institutes around the world that will help life sciences faculty
learn to teach about the responsible conduct of science. Based on the successful National Academies Summer Institute
for Undergraduate Biology Education and on previous NRC reports on effective methods for teaching about dual use
issues, the report's authoring committee designed a general framework for the faculty institutes and chose the Middle
East-North Africa (MENA) region to test a prototype faculty institute. In September 2012, the first Institute was held in
Aqaba, Jordan, bringing together 28 participants from Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Libya, and Yemen to engage with effective,
evidence-based teaching methods, develop curricular materials for use in their own classrooms, and become community
leaders on dual use and related topics. Developing Capacities for Teaching Responsible Science in the MENA Region:
Refashioning Scientific Dialogue offers insights from the institute that will help in the design and implementation of future
programs in the MENA region, and in other parts of the world.
Reflecting the critical threat posed by biological warfare and terrorism in a post 9-11 world, Medical Aspects of Biological
Warfare, 2e, addresses the weaponization of biological agents, categorizing potential agents as food, waterborne, or
agricultural agents or toxins, and discusses their respective epidemiology. Recent advances in biomedical knowledge are
presented that include descriptions of individual agents and the illnesses induced. Authors discuss biotoxins and explain
methods for early identification for anthrax, plague, smallpox, alphaviruses, and staphylococcal enterotoxins. Case
studies and research on successful management practices, treatments, and antidotes are also included. Contains
updated and revised material since previous, 2007 edition.(Previous Print Hardcover ISBN: 9780160797316; eBook:
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9780160872389) Related products: More published products by The Borden Institute, U.S. Army Medical Department
(AMEDD) are here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/agency/army-medical-department-amedd Arms & Weapons collection is
available here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/catalog/arms-weapons Click here to find resources about Hazardous Materials
(HAZMAT & CBRNE). Find more Physician References and Medical Handbooks here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/catalog/physician-references-medical-handbooks
Intellectual property (IP) is a key component of the life sciences, one of the most dynamic and innovative fields of
technology today. At the same time, the relationship between IP and the life sciences raises new public policy dilemmas.
The Research Handbook on Intellectual Property and the Life Sciences comprises contributions by leading experts from
academia and industry to provide in-depth analyses of key topics including pharmaceuticals, diagnostics and genes,
plant innovations, stem cells, the role of competition law and access to medicines. The Research Handbook focuses on
the relationship between IP and the life sciences in Europe and the United States, complemented by country-specific
case studies on Australia, Brazil, China, India, Japan, Kenya, South Africa and Thailand to provide a truly international
perspective.
Many citizens from Basel in Switzerland were disgusted when they heard that their city canton's government had
selected Syngenta as the main sponsor of Basel's appearance at the 2015 World Fair in Milan. The multinational
agrochemical and agricultural biotechnology corporation stands for toxic pesticides, genetically engineered seeds,
patents on plants and industrial agriculture, a main culprit of global warming. Soon after the announcement, NGO alliance
MultiWatch hosted a two-day conference; it also organized Basel's first 'March against Monsanto and Syngenta'. This
book is a compilation of the team's findings after one year of watching Syngenta, and also includes contributions by
Vandana Shiva and other guest authors supporting the campaigners. The bottom line is that there is no room for this
multinational corporation in sustainable and ecological agriculture.
The areas of personal genomics and citizen science draw on – and bring together – different cultures of producing and
managing knowledge and meaning. They also cross local and global boundaries, are subjects and objects of
transformation and mobility of research practices, evaluation and multi-stakeholder groups. Thirdly, they draw on logics of
‘convergence’: new links between, and new kinds of, stakeholders, spaces, knowledge, practices, challenges and
opportunities. This themed collection of essays from nationally and internationally leading scholars and commentators
advances and widens current debates in Science and Technology Studies and in Science Policy concerning ‘converging
technologies’ by complementing the customary focus on technical aspirations for convergence with the analysis of the
practices and logics of scientific, social and cultural knowledge production that constitute contemporary technoscience. In
case studies from across the globe, contributors discuss the ways in which science and social order are linked in areas
such as direct-to consumer genetic testing and do-it-yourself biotechnologies. Organised into thematic sections,
‘Knowing New Biotechnologies’ explores: • ways of understanding the dynamics and logics of convergences in
emergent biotechnologies • governance and regulatory issues around technoscientific convergences • democratic
aspects of converging technologies – lay involvement in scientific research and the co-production of biotechnology and
social and cultural knowledge.
To date, geography has not yet carved out a disciplinary niche within the diffuse domain that constitutes global health.
However, the compulsion to do and understand global health emerges largely from contexts that geography has long
engaged with: urbanisation, globalisation, political economy, risk, vulnerability, lifestyles, geopolitics, culture, governance,
development and the environment. Moreover, global health brings with it an innate, powerful and politicising spatial logic
that is only now starting to emerge as an object of enquiry. This book aims to draw attention to and showcase the wealth
of existing and emergent geographical contributions to what has recently been termed ‘critical global health studies’.
Geographical perspectives, this collection argues, are essential to bringing new and critical perspectives to bear on the
inherent complexities and interconnectedness of global health problems and purported solutions. Thus, rather than
rehearsing the frequent critique that global health is more a ‘set of problems’ than a coherent disciplinary approach to
ameliorating the health of all and redressing global bio-inequalities; this collection seeks to explore what these problems
might represent and the geographical imaginaries inherent in their constitution. This unique volume of geographical
writings on global health not only deepens social scientific engagements with health itself, but in so doing, brings forth a
series of new conceptual, methodological and empirical contributions to social scientific, multidisciplinary scholarship.
Estonian agriculture has undergone significant growth and structural change since the 1990s in a policy and regulatory
environment that has been mostly supportive of investment. The implementation of the Common Agricultural Policy has
contributed to the modernisation of the country's agriculture.
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